
Characters D6 / Vima-Da-Boda (Aged Human Jedi Knight)

Name: Vima-Da-Boda

Born: 190 BBY

Species: Human

Gender: Female

Eye color: Blue

Skin color: Light

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 1D+1 (Dropped 2D due to age*)

            Blaster: 3D+2 (*)

            Brawling Parry: 4D+1 (*)

            Dodge: 4D (*)

            LightSaber: 4D+1 (*)

            Melee Combat: 3D+1 (*)

            Melee Parry: 3D+2 (*)

PERCEPTION: 3D+1

            Bargain: 5D

            Con: 6D+1

            Investigation: 4D+1

            Persuasion: 4D+2

            Search: 5D

            Sneak: 6D

KNOWLEDGE: 3D

            Alien Species: 5D

            Cultures: 4D+2

            Scholar (Jedi Lore): 7D+2

            Languages: 5D+1

            Planetary Systems: 5D+2

            Streetwise: 6D+1

            Survival: 5D

            Willpower: 7D+1

STRENGTH: 1D  (Dropped 2D due to age*)

            Brawling: 3D (*)

            Climbing/Jumping: 2D+1 (*)

MECHANICAL: 1D (Dropped 2D due to age*)

            Astrogation: 3D (*)

            Beast Riding: 3D+2 (*)

            Communications: 3D+1 (*)

            Repulsorlift Operation: 3D (*)

            Space Transports: 2D+1 (*)



            Starship Gunnery: 2D (*)

            Starship Shields: 1D+2 (*)

TECHNICAL: 1D+1 (Dropped 2D due to age*)

            First Aid: 3D (*)

            Lightsaber Repair: 3D+1 (*)

            Security: 2D+2 (*)

            Space Transport Repair: 2D (*)

SPECIAL ABILITIES:

        Control 3D+2 (Originally 7D+1 )

        Sense 4D (Originally 7D+2)

        Alter 4D+1 (Originally 8D)

Force Powers: Absorb/Dissipate Energy, Accelerate Healing, Concentrate, Control Pain, Detoxify Poison,

Emptiness, Enhance Attribute, Force Of Will, Hibernation Trance, Reduce Injury, Remain Conscious,

Resist Stun, Short Term Memory Enhancement, Combat Sense, Danger Sense, Instinctive Astrogation,

Life Detection, Life Sense, Magnify Senses, Receptive Telepathy, Sense Force, Sense Force Potential,

Sense Path, Telekinesis, Farseeing, Lightsaber Combat, Projective Telepathy, Accelerate Anotherâ€™s

Healing, Control Anotherâ€™s Pain, Enhance Anotherâ€™s Attribute, Return Another To

Consciousness, Affect Mind, Control Mind

*: All Vima's Attributes and Skills marked have been dropped due to age and lack of use, in her prime all

skills and attributes would be 2D higher. Her original Force Skills are listed.

Force Sensitive: Yes

Force Points: 3

Dark Side Points: 2

Character Points: 5

Equipment:

                Worn Old Robes, Lightsaber (5D)

Description: Vima-Da-Boda was a female Human Jedi Knight of the Sunrider family who survived the

Great Jedi Purge and the downfall of the Empire. She spoke in the third person, referring to herself as

"Vima."

Biography

Jedi Knight

Vima Da-Boda was the great-great-great-granddaughter of Vima Sunrider, daughter of legendary Jedi

Master of ancient times Nomi Sunrider,[1] and served the Force for over a century. She was trained by a

male Jedi Master who gave her a lightsaber. The Force-sensitivity passed through Vima to her daughter,

Neema, and Vima began to train her daughter in the ways of the Jedi. As with many young pupils,

Neema grew frustrated by the slow pace of her Jedi education, and sought alternative training. Neema's

impatience and lack of knowledge in the ways of the Force opened her to the dark side. The dark side

consumed Neema, and she left her mother.



Years later, Vima received a telepathic plea from her daughter, who had become the wife of an Ottethan

warlord. Vima rushed to the dungeon to her daughter's aid, but was too late: Neema had been fed to the

rancors of Ottethan. Giving in to her rage, Vima sliced the warlord in half with her lightsaber. Her desire

for vengeance quenched, Vima realized she was succumbing to the dark side herself. Over time, her

ability to sense and use the Force slowly faded away, although it is unclear if this was a result of her fall

to the dark side or of another cause.

Hiding

With the onset of the Great Jedi Purge in 19 BBY, Vima went into hiding on Nar Shaddaa. Her weak

connection to the Force coupled with Nar Shaddaa's dense population may have been the key to her

survival of Order 66 and the subsequent Jedi eradication efforts.

In 5 BBY Vima ran across Han Solo for the first time and spoke of his future, telling him of Mako Spince's

betrayal, his joining a cause and becoming a General and his willingness to give up the smuggler's life for

the woman he loved. He brushed her off then as being insane and forgot her by the next morning.

At some point between 3 ABY and 9 ABY, Vima was imprisoned on Kessel for an unknown crime or

reason. Vima discovered Kyp Durron, a young Human ripe with nascent Force potential. Even with her

dulled connection to the Force, Vima could sense the raw, untapped power within Durron. Using what

connection she had, Vima taught Durron what minor skills she could before being removed by Imperial

authorities under unknown circumstances.

Re-emergence

By 10 ABY, Vima had made her way back to Nar Shaddaa. In that year, she sensed the Force presence

of Leia Organa Solo. Detecting what she thought to be a Jedi, Vima explained the tale of her fall and

bequeathed to Organa Solo a box containing a 10,000-year-old lightsaber discovered on Ossus nearly

900 years earlier.

After the final death of Emperor Palpatine on Byss, Organa Solo returned to Nar Shaddaa to remove

Vima and extract from her knowledge of the holocrons and the destroyed Jedi Order. Vima, having

realized her errors decades earlier, felt unworthy of serving the power she sensed in Organa Solo and

the unborn Anakin Solo, but was given little choice after an ambush by the bounty hunter Boba Fett. Han

Solo and Chewbacca helped the group escape the clutches of Fett.

En route to New Alderaan, the Millennium Falcon was forced to hide from Fett in the gas cloud home to

Empatojayos Brand's Robida Colossus. Upon their arrival, Vima and Brand aided Skywalker in the

training of Jem Ysanna, Rayf Ysanna, and Kam Solusar, the first of Skywalker's Jedi students. The

wisdom imparted to Skywalker and his new students would be influential in his decision to found the Jedi

Praxeum on Yavin 4. Shortly thereafter, Vima used her healing skills to rid Skywalker of a poison injected

into him by Dark Jedi agents.[3]

After fleeing to Nespis VIII, Leia, who had been hesitant to tap into her Force potential, learned the ways



of the Jedi from Vima, including how to shield the newly born Anakin. This skill allowed Organa Solo to

save baby Anakin from being possessed by the spirit of Palpatine. Vima, having rekindled her light side

spirit in aiding Organa Solo, Skywalker and the New Republic, claimed to be able to feel the flow of the

Force once more.

Little is known of the fate of Vima after the defeat of Palpatine on Onderon. For a period, she helped

instruct new Jedi recruits at Luke Skywalker's Jedi Praxeum on Yavin 4, and in 13 ABY she warned

Skywalker about Ennix Devian. By that time, she had ceased referring to herself in the third person.[4]

But after this she seemed to have disappeared.[5] 
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